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Abstract:
Data exchange throughout the supply chain is essential for the agile and adaptive manufacturing processes of Industry 4.0. As companies employ numerous, frequently mutually incompatible data management and preservation approaches, interorganizational data sharing and reuse regularly requires human interaction and is thus associated with high overhead costs. An interoperable system, supporting the unified management, preservation, and exchange of data across organizational boundaries is missing to date. We propose FactStack, a unified approach to data management and preservation based upon a novel combination of existing Web-standards and tightly integrated with the HTTP protocol itself. Based on the FactDAG model, FactStack guides and supports the full data lifecycle in a FAIR and interoperable manner, independent of individual software solutions and backward-compatible with existing resource oriented architectures. We describe our reference implementation of the approach and evaluate its performance, showcasing scalability even to high-throughput applications. We analyze the system’s applicability to industry using a representative real-world use case in aircraft manufacturing based on principal requirements identified in prior work. We conclude that FactStack fulfills all requirements and provides a promising solution for the on-demand integration of persistence and provenance into existing resource-oriented architectures, facilitating data management and preservation for the agile and interorganizational manufacturing processes of Industry 4.0. Through its open-source distribution, it is readily available for adoption by the community, paving the way for improved utility and usability of data management and preservation in digital manufacturing and supply chains.
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1 Introduction

While the management and preservation of manufacturing data regularly play a crucial role to fulfill legal and contractual accountability requirements, today’s industrial data management is frequently considered an overhead factor instead of a valuable tool for data reuse, e.g., in the context of process optimization. While many aspects of data reuse have
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been studied in prior work [Gl20d; Ka17; LGD20], low-overhead data management solutions for industry are missing to date [Pe19b]. In the following, we introduce a representative use case scenario in the aerospace domain to motivate the remainder of the paper.

**Data Management and Preservation for Aircraft Manufacturing.** The manufacturing of parts in the aerospace industry has strict certification requirements throughout the manufacturing process and supply chain, requiring detailed data about each process step to be collected, validated, and archived for years. For example, US-American regulations require the secure storage of type design case files, comprising drawings and specifications, information about dimensions, materials, and processes, for more than 100 years [Fe06]. Such strict requirements make sophisticated data management and preservation systems indispensable. At the same time, managing data in compliance with such regulations is traditionally associated with significant costs due to overheads incurred e.g., through manual data handling and inspection processes [Po17]. Considering a modern aircraft manufacturing supply chain, massive amounts of production data need to be managed and preserved [Pe19c], involving human paper-based signature mechanisms and leading to high associated overhead costs. In contrast, the efficient digital collection, management, exchange, and preservation of this data could lead to significant cost savings and productivity gains as part of Industry 4.0, not only in aviation but in many industries producing safety-critical components or otherwise facing strict certification and data retention requirements (e.g., textile, food processing, or plastics industry).

**Use Case Scenario.** Especially the manufacturing of structural elements in the aerospace industry relies on a large variety of technical textiles, such as light-weight, yet stiff carbon-fiber-reinforced plastics. We consider a common and simple aerospace scenario as illustrated in Fig. 1. Manufacturer A produces a light-weight carbon-fiber wing profile R-001, manufacturer B produces airscrew PX9, both collecting manufacturing process information along the process. Manufacturer C assembles an airplane A1-001, employing wing profile R-001 sourced from A and airscrew PX9, sourced from B. C further conducts regular maintenance work on airplane A1-001 throughout its lifetime, collecting corresponding maintenance data throughout its lifetime. Although material and workpiece identifiers within individual companies are usually standardized and production process data are often collected locally, individual resources are typically allocated to a specific cost center within the company’s management and ERP system and cannot be easily linked to information in external systems, e.g., about which product, workpiece, or application may have been used during the manufacturing process. When, e.g., C buys R-001 from A, existing manufacturing data, such as collected by A during the production process, is seldomly or only insufficiently passed on. Additionally, data collected during later stages of the product lifecycle, such as the maintenance data collected by C, is typically not passed back throughout the supply chain although it may serve as a valuable tool, e.g., in the context of wear and fatigue analysis of parts and products. Today, especially product quality data is mostly shared on paper and typically discarded after respective quality checks have been passed. Additionally, the quality of fiber-reinforced products is typically controlled only after post-processing...
Fig. 1: Aerospace use case scenario: Manufacturer A produces wing profile R-001 and Manufacturer B air screw PX9. Both collect quality data as part of their respective certification requirements during the process. Manufacturer C acquires the parts, employing them in the manufacturing of plane A1-001, keeps all related certification data and maintenance records in secure storage for 30+ years to comply with legal regulations.

is finished and changes are no longer possible [Me12]. A product is then either certified for the intended application during quality control or scrapped, while it may be perfectly reusable for other subsequent applications.

Similar scenarios can be described for other domains in industry [Da19; Ni20; Pe19c; Pe20a; Pe20b]: Today, the collection, exchange, and preservation of data is frequently limited by the overhead cost of this data management (or fears of a loss of control over valuable data) while exactly the same data could be used for subsequent manufacturing process optimizations. Thus, an interoperable and principled data management and preservation system is needed to reduce data management overheads and therefore the associated costs and risks.

Principal Requirements. Data management and preservation for Industry 4.0 must enable the integration, exchange, and preservation of a wide variety of different types of data from all kinds of information systems employed throughout both the automation pyramid and the product lifecycle. Building upon the FAIR principles [Wi16] of scientific data management, an implementation should notably ensure that data is findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. Recent work has argued that these principles are equally applicable for data exchange throughout the supply chain and in Industry 4.0 [Gl20b]. For the realization of these principles, a number of specific services that need to be provided by any data management solution have been identified in prior work [GD20a; Gl20b; Hu00; Wi16], notably including:

1. identification, enabling globally unique and reliable referencing and citation of resources,
2. versioning, ensuring the immutability of individual resource revisions to avoid
references from becoming incorrect due to content changes and enable change monitoring and state synchronization,

3. **persistence**, allowing individual resource revisions to be archived and persistently identified through so-called **persistent identifiers** (PIDs),

4. an **access** mechanism for resource retrieval and modification which should be open, free, and universally implementable,

5. **discovery** mechanisms, to make resources, metadata, and archives findable, and

6. **accurate metadata**, to ensure interoperability and reusability through clear semantics, e.g., by keeping track of data **provenance**, i.e., information about data origins, influences, and evolution over time.

To address these requirements, Gleim et al. [Gl20b] recently proposed the FactDAG data interoperability model, for which we present a suitable implementation in this paper. Importantly, this implementation should further: provide the identified services in a manner that ensures **backward-compatibility** with existing resource oriented infrastructure and patterns as far as possible, be optionally adoptable, provide **interoperability** across software vendors and domains, employ non-proprietary, free, universally implementable and established **standards** whenever possible, and incur low overheads—both technical and otherwise—to support **sustainability**.

**Contributions.** To provide this implementation, we propose **FactStack**, an interoperable approach to data management and preservation based upon a novel combination of existing Web standards and tightly integrated with the HTTP protocol itself. Thereby, we directly realize the FactDAG data interoperability layer model, which we proposed in prior work [Gl20a; Gl20b], in a **FAIR** and interoperable manner, independent of individual software solutions and backward-compatible with existing resource oriented architectures. FactStack digitally supports data management throughout the full data lifecycle [Ba12; Co19] and directly integrates data management into the technology stack of the Web, instead of just using HTTP as an access mechanism. We further provide an open-source reference implementation of this approach, paving the way for its rapid adoption by the community and, subsequently, the proliferation of best practices for data management and preservation in digital manufacturing and supply chains. We demonstrate the scalability of the system to high-throughput applications and qualitatively highlight its applicability to industry using a real-world use case in the aerospace domain.

**Paper Organization.** The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 provides an overview of related work and fundamental technologies. Sect. 3 conceptualizes our data management and preservation system, based upon open and standardized Web technologies. Sect. 4 then describes FactStack, our open-source implementation of this system, and evaluates its performance, before we discuss the impact of the proposed solution for data management and preservation in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude our work in Sect. 6.
2 Related Work and Foundational Web Technologies

As related and foundational work, we first introduce existing data management solutions and the specific data characteristics and infrastructure requirements in the context of Industry 4.0. We then detail how Web technologies and standards provide fundamental primitives and building blocks for the realization of interoperable data management. We discuss essential aspects of interorganizational interoperability and outline the role and importance of provenance information for reliable data reuse. Finally, we summarize the FactDAG data interoperability layer model [Gl20b] as the theoretical foundation of our practical data management solution.

Data Management for Industry 4.0. The digital transformation already affects many areas of data management and preservation processes, ranging from the usage of collaborative file systems and well-known products, such as Dropbox or Google Drive, over collaborative model-based engineering environments [La19] to specialized version control systems (such as Git [AM19] or Mercurial [Ma06; RA12]). While industrial data management systems typically rely on database and data warehousing systems, the data in these systems is traditionally managed through external software and applications and not explicitly optimized for reuse. Therefore, data is typically only managed and accessed through respective application programming interfaces offered by the ERP (enterprise resource planning), MES (manufacturing execution system) or SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) systems, depending on the level of abstraction within the automation pyramid [In03]. Within organizations, data reuse is typically realized through use case specific ETL (extract, transform, load) processes, which require significant amounts of manual data cleaning and integration effort. Additionally, none of the individual data management systems are particularly suitable for the wide range of volume, velocity, variety, and veracity of heterogeneous data formats that need to be continuously managed, exchanged, and integrated at Internet scale for the full realization of Industry 4.0 [Gl20b].

Pennekamp et al. [Pe19b] summarize, that an infrastructure for Industry 4.0 should be able to ingest, store, integrate, and query the heterogeneous production data (i.e., structured, semi-structured, or unstructured) in task-appropriate storage systems according to process-specific requirements and should also be generic and extensible for possible future needs. The authors further conclude, that existing systems are typically lacking semantic enrichment of data, e.g., using Semantic Web technologies [BHL01], which allows for them to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries, and enables the creation of machine-actionable knowledge. Based on their success in the realization of scalable, interoperable, and extensible enterprise solutions [Bl13], Web technologies are already integral components of many existing data management systems (such as the aforementioned). In combination with Semantic Web technologies, they provide a promising basis for the development of interoperable and sustainable data management solutions for Industry 4.0 and the Web [GD20a].

Web Technologies for Interoperability. Interoperability in the Web is based on a number of fundamental standards, notably including: the global Domain Name System (DNS) [Mo87],
the HTTP protocol and its implementation of the Representational State Transfer (REST) architectural pattern [Fi00], the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), as well as its directly resolvable incarnation, the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) [BFM05]. Building on top of these foundations, Linked Data and the Semantic Web enable data interoperability on the Web. Using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [WLC14] data model and its serializations and enable machine-to-machine data interchange, the semantic enrichment of data, and the ability to interlink data across organizational boundaries. Deploying these standards supports interoperability. Notable standardized extensions of the basic HTTP protocol for distributed data exchange and management on the Web include (i) the Linked Data Platform (LDP) standard [SAM15], and (ii) the HTTP Memento protocol [VNS13]. The Linked Data Platform defines how Linked Data resources can be read and written using HTTP REST methods, i.e., HTTP GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, and DELETE. Besides resource access, the LDP enables the creation of containers that can be used to organize resources and to express relationships between them. Thus, it enables simplified resource discovery, as well as providing a mechanism to provide a dedicated metadata record for arbitrary Web resources using the HTTP rel="describedby" Link header. Using the LDP protocol, Linked Data and Web resources can be managed similarly to regular files in a local file system while enabling the augmentation of arbitrary resources with semantic metadata. A detailed introduction to the LDP can be found in [SAM15]. The Memento protocol introduces a mechanism to manage and retrieve persistent versions of Web resources by using timestamps as a resource version indicator and access key. Resource versions may be redundantly stored on multiple servers and managed independently of each other, enabling sustainable and distributed resource archiving [VNS13]. The Memento protocol provides primitives to address resource versioning, persistence, access, and discovery. As such, prior work already suggested the Memento protocol as a promising candidate for the implementation and standardization of data management and preservation systems [GD20a; Va14; Va18]. A detailed overview of the Memento protocol is provided in [VNS13].

Interorganizational Interoperability. An important factor limiting the adoption of interorganizational data exchange is uncertainty about the reliability of data, accountability, and liability questions for damages incurred by inaccurate data [Pe19a]. To this end, the concept of data provenance plays an important role in the realization of trust, accountability, and better interpretability of data and the processes that lead to their creation in collaborative manufacturing and supply chain systems. The term provenance, sometimes also called data lineage, refers to metadata regarding the formation history, origins, and influences that impacted the state of individual data. An open and extensible standard for provenance data is the W3C PROV data model (PROV-DM) for provenance interchange on the Web [MM13]. A primer on this model and its primitives can be found in [Gi13]. Provenance records are, e.g., successfully employed to build and analyze scientific workflows through process mining [Ze11], to ensure the reproducibility of such workflows [Ko10], to establish trust across heterogeneous sources of data [LLM10] and to further data reuse [Yu18]. Provenance data is special, in the sense that it is metadata that is relevant and collectible for practically any kind of resources and directly relates to the data authoring and management process. As
such, it may serve as a generic kind of interoperable ‘glue’, relating resources throughout their formation history.

**FactDAG Model.** The conceptual FactDAG data interoperability model proposed by Gleim et al. [Gl20b] similarly employs data provenance to interlink resources and data throughout supply chain processes and in Industry 4.0. By using a persistent identification mechanism called FactID, FactDAG simultaneously addresses the requirements of *identification, versioning*, and *persistence*, constructing persistent identifiers from unique triples of global authority ID, internal resource ID and respective revision ID of a given immutable resource revision, also referred to as a *Fact*. The model further employs *Authorities*, entities (e.g., companies or organizations) that are responsible for Facts, *Processes*, which describe prototypical interactions with Facts, and *ProcessExecutions*, which refer to their instantiations and are introduced to capture individual influences and results (i.e., newly created Facts or Fact revisions). Additionally, a single relation (called *influence*, oriented forward in time) is used to express provenance relations between the elements of the FactDAG, thus constructing a provenance-based, directed acyclic graph of *Facts*, the *FactDAG*. Thus, the model allows tracing back the origins of Facts throughout time, revealing the resources, authorities, and processes involved in its conception and throughout the data management process. By globally and persistently identifying immutable revisions of resources, the model allows for information to be reliably referenced in global collaboration scenarios. The deep incorporation of provenance information into the model provides companies with a solid base of relevant metadata for the establishment of accountable, reliable, and sustainable data integration, even in interorganizational scenarios. For additional details, we refer to the specification of the FactDAG model [Gl20b].

While we believe that the abstract FactDAG model provides a promising basis for the implementation of a data management and preservation system for Industry 4.0, it lacks both a concrete implementation, as well as a principled integration with best practices of data management to date. Thus, we propose a concrete implementation concept based on the fundamental data management lifecycle in the following section.

### 3 A Concept for Interoperable Data Management and Preservation

Data represent corporate assets with potential value beyond any immediate use, and therefore need to be accounted for and properly managed throughout their lifecycle [Fa14]. Various *data lifecycle models* [Ba12; Co19] have been proposed in recent years to serve as a high-level guideline for the data management process—from conception through preservation and sharing—to illustrate how data management activities relate to processes and workflows, to assist with understanding the expectations of proper data management and to ensure that data products will be well-described, preserved, accessible, and fit for reuse. The recurring elements of such models can be summarized in a five-step data management lifecycle model as illustrated in Fig. 2, consisting of the steps: (i) *creation*, *processing*, *modification*, and *analysis*, (ii) *metadata management* and *data preservation*, (iii) *release* and *publishing* of
In the following, we consistently refer to these steps using the names provided in Fig. 2. Traditionally, data management infrastructure is mainly employed as a kind of mediating service between the Release & Publish and the Discover & Reuse phase of the data lifecycle, while the remaining steps are carried out independently by human actors. In contrast, we aim to support the full data lifecycle process, integrating it directly with the fundamental infrastructure of the Web.

Technical Approach. Based on the principles of the FactDAG model [Gi20b], we strive to realize an interoperable data management and preservation system for usage throughout the data management lifecycle, the product lifecycle and the full supply chain, which satisfies the requirements identified in Sect. 1. As already motivated in Sect. 2, this system should build upon existing open Web standards whenever possible, ensuring compatibility and interoperability with existing systems and deployed solutions, as well as profiting from an ecosystem of developers with corresponding proficiency [St20] and the wide variety of available authentication and authorization mechanisms [TCS18]. The implementation should allow for incremental adoption, enabling the management and preservation of existing data according to the principles of the FactDAG model in an ad-hoc, on-demand fashion. Additionally, it should be backward-compatible, allowing clients that have no use for, do not support, or are unaware of data management principles in general, to simply ignore all related additional information. Provenance data should be collected and processed automatically whenever possible, especially during the Curate & Capture and Manage &
Preserve phases, to minimize the amount of explicit markup and metadata management required and prevent easily avoidable user errors.

For the realization of these goals, we build upon two recent proposals by Gleim et al.: a PID system employing dated URIs in conjunction with a resolution mechanism based on the HTTP Memento protocol [GD20b] (addressing aspects of data identification, versioning, persistence, and access), as well as an alignment of FactDAG provenance with the W3C PROV standard for provenance information [Gl20c] (addressing aspects of data provenance and discovery). In the following, we outline and extend upon these proposals, integrating them with the W3C Linked Data Platform and other Web standards to form a comprehensive data management solution, addressing all requirements as formulated in Sect. 1.

3.1 FactID: Time-based Persistent Data Identification

To fulfill the identification, versioning, and persistence requirements as defined in Sect. 1 within the FactDAG model, a suitable persistent resource identification mechanism for the implementation of the FactID scheme is needed. As mentioned in Sect. 2, a FactID consists of the three components authority, internal resource ID and revision identifier. Inspired by the original FactID proposal [Gl20b], we map all three components to a single URI to enable backward-compatibility with the Web infrastructure, as follows:

**Authority auth.** All data in the FactDAG model is placed under the exclusive and authoritative control of an organizational body, as identified by its global (but not persistent) authority ID $\text{auth} \in \text{Authority}$. We map Authority to the set of all DNS domain names [Mo87].

**Internal ID iID.** All resources available under the control of auth are identified by their respective internal resource ID $\text{iID} \in \mathcal{P}$. We map $\mathcal{P}$ to the set of all URI Paths [BFM05] (including query and fragment suffixes). Combining auth and iID in a tuple creates a global (but not persistent) resource identifier, which we practically materialize as traditional HTTP URLs of the form http://auth/iID.

**Revision ID $\tau$.** Individual resource revisions are further identified by their respective revision ID $\tau \in \mathcal{T}$. We map $\mathcal{T}$ to the set of all RFC3339 [NK02] arbitrary precision UTC timestamps. While other revision identification mechanisms (such as content hashing) are conceivable, we specifically employ UTC timestamps due to their globally agreed-upon semantics. Timestamps are further unaffected by content-variations (e.g., due to content-negotiation) and allow for the intuitive ordering of resource revisions and their direct interpretation as time series data. Subsequently, the triple $(\text{auth}, \text{iID}, \tau) \in \text{Authority} \times \mathcal{P} \times \mathcal{T}$ yields a persistent global identifier – a FactID – for the immutable state (i.e., revision) of the resource identified by the tuple $(\text{auth}, \text{iID})$ at the point in time $\tau$. We employ the term Fact to refer to this immutable data state.

**FactID URI Scheme.** Many PID approaches require the assignment, registration, and management of PIDs outside of the Web infrastructure and already existing URL identifiers.
This causes overhead for identifier mapping and discovery [Va14]. Thus, Gleim et al. [GD20b] proposed a system capable of reusing existing URLs as PIDs by combining dated URIs (for identification) with an HTTP Memento-inspired resolution mechanism (for versioning and persistence). We employ this approach to realize a URI scheme for FactID through the following mapping:

While it is possible and common practice to resolve specific resource versions through URLs including HTTP query parameters, such an approach is hard to standardize in a backward-compatible manner. While a URL of e.g., the form http://auth/iID/?v=τ may be employed to uniformly express a persistent identifier according to the semantics of the FactID, the query parameter v is likely already used with different semantics in other contexts, creating the potential for naming conflicts. To avoid this problem, we adapt Larry Masinter’s ‘duri:’ dated URI proposal [Ma12] for the identification of specific resource revisions, resulting in the ‘factid:’ URI scheme: A FactID of the form factid:τ:http://auth/iID persistently identifies the immutable state of the resource http://auth/iID at the point in time τ, also referred to as a Fact or Memento. We refer the interested reader to Masinter’s RFC proposal [Ma12] for an additional discussion of the benefits and implications of employing dated URI.

HTTP-based Data Retrieval. To materialize and implement a practical resolution mechanism for such a FactID, we employ the HTTP Memento protocol as an access mechanism. Given a fixed ID, the resolution function res: Authority × P × T → Fact (with Fact as the set of all Facts) retrieves the Fact f identified by a given FactID through HTTP datetime negotiation via the HTTP Memento protocol [VNS13]. To maintain backward-compatibility, res defaults to resolving the current state of the resource identified by the tuple (auth, iID), i.e., the URL http://auth/iID, if no revision ID is provided. The current resource state, as resolved via HTTP, may be lifted to a Fact by a consumer through incorporating the current timestamp as revision ID, as outlined in the original Fact construction procedure in [Gl20b] and illustrated in the left half of Fig. 3. This way, it is possible to enable the on-demand incorporation of persistence into existing systems implementing REST semantics. Given such a factid, the original resource state may then be retrieved from an archive through an HTTP GET request employing the Memento Accept-Datetime header with the Memento’s creation time as specified in the τ part of the factid as depicted in the right half of Fig. 3. An overview of the different retrieval patterns and further features supported by the Memento protocol is given in [VNS13].

Data Persistence. As postulated by Kunze and Bermes [KB19], persistence (and analogously immutability) is purely a matter of service. It is neither inherent in an object nor conferred on it by a particular naming syntax but only achieved through a provider’s successful stewardship of resources and their identifiers. Since the architecture of the HTTP Memento protocol “is fully distributed in the sense that resource versions may reside on multiple servers, and that any such server is likely only aware of the versions it holds” [VNS13], the service of data persistence may subsequently be provided by the authoritative data source, by any data consumer, by third parties such as governmental institutions or archiving
providers or any number thereof, as long as volitional and legally permitted. By allowing for the discovery and retrieval of immutable data revisions over time, the Memento protocol further enables state synchronization between storage and archive locations as the data changes over time, thus additionally supporting redundant storage, e.g., for long-term data preservation. A detailed discussion of these applications may be found in [GD20b].

3.2 Automated Provenance Annotation and Distribution

As already discussed in Sect. 2, provenance is a particularly important category of metadata for data management. In alignment with the principal requirements identified in Sect. 1, we strive to minimize the metadata management overhead, by collecting provenance information automatically whenever possible. To ensure interoperability with existing tooling and reuse existing standards, we employ the recently proposed alignment [Gl20c] of FactDAG provenance to the W3C PROV-O ontology standard [LSM13]. The mapping, illustrated in Fig. 4, thus allows for the expression of FactDAG provenance information as RDF metadata. For any given Fact $f$ with FactID $fID = (auth, iID, \tau)$, the following provenance relation may be directly derived:

- $f$ is an instance of the prov:Entity class.
- $auth$ is an instance of the prov:Organization class.
- $f$ is prov:wasAttributedTo its authoritative source $auth$.
- If $f$ is a direct revision of predecessor Fact $f'$, then $f$ prov:wasRevisionOf $f'$.
- $f$ is a prov:specializationOf its respective original resource, identified by the URL derived from the tuple $\langle auth, iID \rangle$.

Additionally, information about any prov:Entity which was prov:used or prov:wasGeneratedBy a given prov:Activity may be automatically collected.
through the usage of a runtime library for Fact management, which we detail in Sect. 4. Nevertheless, further metadata and provenance information may have to be collected manually and can be added using RDF-compatible metadata vocabularies or other domain-specific ontologies, following the FAIR principle that metadata shall use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for knowledge representation and be described with a plurality of accurate and relevant attributes [Wi16].

3.3 Fact Discovery and Creation

The final missing conceptual component is a standardized discovery and read/write mechanism for data resource management. Due to its potential for interoperability with existing HTTP REST APIs and conceptual simplicity, we implement the Linked Data Platform specification [SAM15] for this task. Thus, resources (as identified by their respective HTTP URLs of the form http://auth/ID) can be organized in a hierarchy of LDP Containers within their authoritative source auth, enabling for resource discovery within it through exploration. In contrast, resource creation and modification are handled through the specified LDP HTTP REST methods.

To support a wide variety of structured, semi-structured, or unstructured data formats, including binary blobs of arbitrary file-type, the LDP specification further provides the option to augment Non-RDF LDP resources with a respective RDF metadata resource, linked through the HTTP rel="describedby" Link header, which we employ in practice, to store provenance information and further metadata. Both data and metadata can then be discovered through one single URL (or FactID respectively) and retrieved via HTTP.

Overall Concept. By combining dated URIs, the HTTP Memento protocol and the Linked Data Platform standard with PROV-O provenance and extensible RDF metadata, we ultimately propose a concept for semantic data management directly based on core technologies of the Web—URI, HTTP, and RDF—as illustrated in Fig. 5. By considering
Fig. 5: The novel combination of existing protocols and Web standards provides a unified data management solution, addressing all principal requirements identified in Sect. 1.

resource versioning and persistence as additional service layers of the basic Web technology stack and implementing them as extensions of URI and HTTP, we ensure backward-compatibility and interoperability with existing resources on the Web. By reusing existing standards where possible, and enabling on-demand resource versioning and persistence through consumers and third parties, the concept effectively addresses all requirements identified in Sect. 1, providing a promising foundation for its long-term sustainability. Based on this concept, we present our reference implementation of an interoperable data management and preservation solution for the Web and Industry 4.0.

4 FactStack: A Concrete Realization of the FactDAG Model

Following the conceptual approach presented in Sect. 3, we realize FactStack as a concrete open-source implementation of the FactDAG model for interoperable data management and preservation. Based upon the basic REST paradigm at the core of the Web, FactStack employs standardized and open Web technologies to provide a uniform data management API for arbitrary data resources on the Web, while enabling persistent data preservation through the HTTP Memento protocol.

Our realization consists of three open-source components, available for practical usage: A server component\(^1\), adapted from the Trellis LDP project and implementing the LDP and Memento protocols for data storage and management, a JavaScript client library\(^2\) simplifying both the interaction with the LDP server and the management of data provenance, as well as an optional broker, which enables real-time subscriptions to changes of LDP resources, i.e., newly created data revisions.

\(^1\) Available at: https://git.rwth-aachen.de/i5/factdag/trellis
\(^2\) Available at: https://git.rwth-aachen.de/i5/factdag/factlibjs
Data Storage. For the realization of a Fact authority, we employ a data storage server\(^1\) based on the LDP implementation of the Trellis open-source project\(^3\). Trellis provides both direct integrations with a number of freely available storage backends, as well as the ability to integrate with existing information systems as its data store. The project further implements the HTTP Memento protocol [VNS13] for resource versioning, which we adapted to support RFC3339 [NK02] timestamps with up to nanosecond precision, as per the recent proposal of Gleim et al. [GD20b]. By default, all resources are identified by traditional URLs of the form http://auth/iID, their Mementos by corresponding FactIDs and revisions managed through the Memento protocol. To enable backward-compatible linking to Facts with standard URLs and resolution over plain HTTP, the server assigns an additional unique Memento URL URL-M (cf. [VNS13]) of the form http://auth/iID/?v=τ to each Fact. Finally, we implemented Memento headers to also be returned in response to LDP PUT and POST requests, as proposed by [GD20b], avoiding race conditions between competing resource updates and Memento header retrieval, thus ensuring efficient atomic resource updates.

Data Management. To guide the data management process in client applications, the FactLib.js library\(^2\) mirrors the data lifecycle (cf. Fig. 2) in code. Facts are retrieved or created within the context of an activity and are subsequently registered as used, respectively generated by this activity, i.e., automatically recorded as corresponding provenance links. The library further handles the transparent and unified retrieval and creation of both RDF and Non-RDF Facts and their respective metadata, as well as automatically adding collected and inferred provenance information (cf. Sect. 3.2) as RDF metadata using the W3C PROV standard. For RDF resources, the provenance information is directly part of the resource stored in the LDP and can be found and retrieved by all clients that resolve the FactID to that resource. For binary resources, the Factlib.js library automatically discovers and manages metadata through the HTTP rel="describedby" Link header (cf. Sect. 3.3), retrieves it via HTTP and delivers it to the client application as part of the Fact. While authorities only store and provide access to Facts under their own control, clients can read and write from and to resources associated with different authorities. Clients may learn about Facts under the control of third-party authorities, e.g., by following provenance links (i.e., traversing the FactDAG), through explicit membership links provided by the LDP implementation or through other generic RDF triples or links. Each authority server may employ its own authentication and access authorization mechanisms, as well as providing its own data licensing terms, in order to maintain control over access to its data. Once a client successfully retrieved a resource, they may optionally (if legally allowed) archive it with any number of external Memento archiving providers (such as their own organization’s) to serve as long-term persistence providers for arbitrary Facts. This distributed and usage-based archiving mechanism allows for flexible and use case driven trade-offs between persistence guarantees and associated costs, further contributing to the long-term sustainability of the data management approach as a whole. Retrieving Facts from third-party archives does,

\(^1\)https://www.trellisldp.org/
however, raise associated questions regarding authenticity and integrity, which we plan to consider in future work.

**WebSocket Subscriptions.** Since many applications in Industry 4.0 may profit from push-based real-time updates of changes to resources, e.g., to react to events with low latency, a useful, practical feature consists of subscription support. Whenever new revisions of resources are created, a subscribed client receives a corresponding notification. Since for any pair of authority ID and internal ID, a series of data revisions could exist over time, all data within the FactDAG model is effectively time-series data. As such, every data point (as identified by authority and internal ID) is a stream of Facts and processing of facts is stream processing, which may, in turn, result in new Facts. To implement subscription support, we employ a broker-based approach to communicating change notifications in *Activity Streams* 2.0 [SP17] format using a STOMP\(^4\) message encoding and a WebSockets [MF11] transport.

**Performance.** Finally, we conduct a performance evaluation of a single-node deployment of the server application on a workstation with Intel i7-8700K CPU, 64 GB of RAM and NVMe SSD. We configure Trellis to store Mementos in the file system and employ a local Apache ActiveMQ Artemis\(^5\) broker to support resource subscriptions via its Stomp over WebSockets implementation. We measure the average response time for Fact creation using HTTP PUT requests under different loads via Apache JMeter\(^6\), as well as the average time until a change notification is received back by a subscriber which consists of a basic collection script based on stomp.py\(^7\). To simulate random access to resources, 100,000 different resources are initially created containing five RDF triples each, as may be expected for small resources, such as single sensor values. The local JMeter client application issues PUT request to the server to update resources randomly chosen from this pool to apply the desired load and only starts the measurement of the average response times after an initial warm-up period. The stomp.py script subscribes to all resources with the ActiveMQ broker and records the timestamps of received notifications and the associated resource. The notification time is computed afterward, by comparing the timestamp of the request with the recorded timestamp of the collection script. To guarantee independent measurements, the whole system including the stored data is reset after each measurement.

The results plotted in Fig. 6 indicate a relatively stable average response time of around 10 ms for throughputs of up to 1000 insertions per second. For a throughput up to approximately 580 requests per second, the average response time is between 6 ms and 12 ms and the subscriber receives the notification in under 60 ms after the response confirming the resource modification is received by the sender. Around the 600 requests per second mark, the performance of the ActiveMQ broker deteriorates significantly, stabilizing at a notification latency of roughly 1 s for 680 requests per second and above. We attribute

\(^4\)https://stomp.github.io/stomp-specification-1.2.html
\(^6\)https://jmeter.apache.org/
\(^7\)https://github.com/jasonrbriggs/stomp.py
Fig. 6: Response times for random Fact creation under different loads as well as the time the system needs to notify a subscriber of the changed data (with 99 % CI). The results indicate sufficiently low and stable average response times for throughputs of up to 1000 insertions/s, as well as for notifications to the subscriber for throughputs up to 600 insertions/s.

this behavior to the performance of the collector. If the collector cannot keep up with the processing of the incoming messages, the broker performance may be significantly reduced, as documented by the ActiveMQ project. Therefore, the maximum achieved load does not indicate the maximum capacity of the broker, but only the performance with regard to a single collector, which may be achieved by multiple collectors independently. In a practical scenario, a client would not typically subscribe to all resources, but only to the subset of those resources that are relevant to its immediate use case application. Thus, the ability to process up to 580 change notifications per second on a single client already provides a sufficient capacity for many practical scenarios. In order to expand the overall capacity beyond 1000 requests per second, e.g., for scenarios with multiple data producers and high update frequencies, users may instead profit from the horizontal scalability of Trellis LDP’s server architecture. In future work, we further plan to evaluate the performance of different data persistence backends and potential alternatives to Trellis for additional performance optimization.

With FactStack, we provide a concrete, open-source implementation of the FactDAG model for interoperable data management and preservation, facilitating the rapid adoption and evaluation by the community. After demonstrating the system’s scalability to high data-throughput scenarios, we discern its practical value for data management in Industry 4.0 in the following.
Fig. 7: The FactStack data management and preservation lifecycle provides a mapping from the FactStacks data and control flow to the research data management lifecycle presented in Fig. 2 using a combination of open Web standards.

5 Applying the FactStack to Data Management in Industry 4.0

To ascertain FactStack’s value for practical application scenarios, we illustrate its data and control flow by mapping it to the research data management lifecycle presented in Fig. 2, resulting in the workflow shown in Fig. 7.

Starting with the Release & Publish phase, data is made available as resources on the Internet through regular HTTP Web services, each its own Authority identified by its domain name. In the Discover & Reuse phase, these resources may then be discovered either through existing Web indexing and information retrieval techniques, by exploring the LDP resource hierarchy of a given Authority, or by following the fundamental provenance relations of the FactDAG.

To reuse a discovered resource R with URL U, a consumer retrieves it via HTTP as part of the Curate & Capture phase and persistently identifies it using the mechanism describe in Sect. 3.1. Therefore, the consumer checks for the presence of an HTTP Memento-Datetime

*https://activemq.apache.org/components/artemis/documentation/latest/slow-consumers.html
header upon retrieval of $R$ to determine if the resource already is a Memento. If so, the resource is already persistently identified by FactID $\text{factid:} τ_M:U$, where $τ_M$ is the Memento’s creation time as indicated by the Memento-Datetime header. Otherwise, the resource is lifted to a Fact as described on the original FactDAG paper [Gl20b], persisting the state of $R$ at the time of retrieval $τ_{cur}$ as a new Memento identified with FactID $\text{factid:} τ_{cur}:U$. The consumer may optionally opt in to archive an immutable copy of this persistently identified Fact in an archiving service of its choice, e.g., under its own control, or potentially at a third party or regulatory institution, ensuring the reliable preservation of consumed resources. If a client requests a non-Memento resource multiple times and is able to validate that the resource did not change in the meantime (e.g., through a strong HTTP ETAG provided by the server), it may choose to either reuse the previously created Fact or to create an additional Memento analogously to the previous procedure.

During the Curate & Capture phase, an arbitrary number of resources may be collected, validated, cleansed, integrated, and subsequently provided as an input to the Create, Process & Analyze phase, in which data is created, modified, or deleted. To capture this process, it is modeled as a PROV Activity $A$, capturing all resources used as an input to or resulting from the execution of the activity as corresponding Entities. All Facts $S$ provided as input to $A$ are then related to it using the prov:used predicate, while any resources generated in the process are similarly persistently identified and immutably archived and related to $A$ using the prov:wasGeneratedBy relation. Notably, if a generated resource $S$ is a new revision of a previously existing resource $R$, this information is captured using the triple $S \text{ prov:wasRevisionOf } R$.

During the Manage & Preserve phase, additional metadata may be added to the resource in order to capture more of its semantic context and provenance, while newly created resources are uniquely identified for future reference. Finally, resource and metadata (including any other applicable information such as licensing terms, etc.) are then stored together, identified by a single PID, during the Release & Publish phase, creating a new Memento or Fact in the process. Herein, the metadata may either be merged directly into the primary data – such as possible with RDF sources – or by adding it to the resource’s LDP Metadata resource accessible using HTTP content-negotiation or discoverable through HTTP rel="describedby" Link header (cf. Sect. 3.3), which enables structured RDF metadata to be stored for other text or binary file formats.

As all newly generated data are now persistently identified, immutably preserved, published, and discoverable on the Web, a full data management lifecycle was completed.

**Use Case Application.** Revisiting the use case example introduced in Sect. 1 and visualized in Fig. 1, we can now illustrate the concrete impact of data management and preservation using FactStack in Fig. 8. In this scenario, manufacturer $A$, identified by its authority domain name $A$.com, collects manufacturing data as part of the production of workpiece $R-001$, which it stores identified with internal resource ID $/R-001/qualitydata$ in its data storage system Trellis A, creating a corresponding Memento at the point in time $τ_1$. 
The internal Reporter process analyzes this data and creates a quality report with internal resource ID /R-001/report for this workpiece at the point in time \( \tau_2 \), certifying the part for usage in aerospace applications and again creating a corresponding immutable Memento. Company C, identified by its authority domain name C.com, now acquires workpiece R-001 and retrieves the associated certification report Memento, recording its persistent FactID factid:\( \tau_2 \):https://A.com/R-001/report. C then stores a copy of this immutable Fact in its own data storage system Trellis C, where the Fact is still identifiable and retrievable through the standardized Memento protocol, using its original FactID, even if A deletes its copy or goes out of business. Even if a Fact becomes globally unavailable, knowing its FactID still allows for the derivation of basic metadata (cf. Sect. 3), as required by the FAIR data principles. Additionally, C subscribes to the resource https://A.com/R-001/report to be automatically notified of any future updates to the resource, allowing for immediate reaction to change. C further aggregates and maintains all data related to airplane A1-001 (both from Product Manufacturing and later Maintenance) in the RDF graph resource https://C.com/A1-001/data. Airscrew supplier B (which in this example does not provide any data using FactStack itself) then subscribes to this resource in order to continuously incorporate the maintenance data collected by C in its own Product Optimization process, thus (at least in theory) enabling the continuous improvement of its airscrew product designs.

Following FactStack’s data management lifecycle as illustrated in Fig. 7, metadata about each Process Execution in the described use case scenario is recorded through a corresponding PROV Activity. Links to all used (i.e., read) and generated (i.e., written) Facts (as identified by their corresponding FactIDs) are maintained as part of the RDF metadata of the corresponding generated resources. Subsequently, the origins and influences of any resource
managed using FactStack can easily be traced back through the captured provenance relations, even across organizational boundaries and as resources change over time.

**Discussion.** To summarize, FactStack allows for the integration, exchange, and preservation of any type of data exchangeable on the Web and from any information system complying with the basic HTTP REST interface pattern. By implementing data identification, versioning, persistence, access, discovery, and metadata management through a novel combination of existing protocols and Web standards, it provides a backward-compatible and sustainable solution for data management and preservation. FactStack thus meets the system requirements posed in Sect. 1 and provides a promising solution for the management and preservation of the constantly evolving and diverse data of the Web and Industry 4.0.

Nevertheless, there are also some notable limitations. Although mandated by the FAIR data principles [Wi16], FactStack does not currently register nor index (meta)data in a searchable resource and does not enforce clear and accessible data licensing, nor domain-relevant community standards. Additionally, FactStack’s reliance on HTTP and its LDP and Memento protocol extensions can lead to high numbers of HTTP requests when managing data, since neither protocol supports request batching. Especially for resource discovery and RDF metadata management, significant performance improvements could likely be accomplished through the usage of the SPARQL query and update language [PPG13; SH13].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we presented FactStack, an interoperable data management and preservation approach for evolving data on the Web and in Industry 4.0. Based upon open and tightly integrated with standardized Web technologies, FactStack realizes the FactDAG data interoperability model approach, providing on-demand support for persistent data archiving, identification, retrieval, and synchronization through an interoperable HTTP API, backward-compatible with existing REST services. By employing dated URIs according to the FactID scheme, we enable the persistent identification of arbitrary Web resources, resolved, managed, and preserved through a combination of the HTTP Memento and Linked Data Platform standards. We further implemented the semi-automated provenance collection with the W3C PROV-O ontology to enable the standard-compliant collection of data and process provenance as Linked Data.

To illustrate FactStack’s application in Industry 4.0, we focused on an exemplary, representative use case scenario in textile engineering for aerospace, highlighting corresponding opportunities for improved data management and preservation and interoperability. We support the practical adoption of the FactStack by releasing our implementation, which demonstrated scalability to high-throughput applications in the presented performance evaluation, as open-source software. FactStack promotes best practices for data management by directly supporting the full data management lifecycle and enables the continuous exchange and reuse of data using Web technologies throughout the supply chain and across
domains, supporting the establishment of transparency and accountability through adequate and interoperable metadata and provenance management.

For future work, we plan to investigate the integration of the FactStack with existing enterprise resource planning and manufacturing execution systems to showcase FactStack’s universality and deployability. Additionally, future work should address related questions of authenticity, integrity, and trust within the FactDAG model, as well as improving the performance of the LDP server. Finally, we plan to implement and evaluate easy to use front-end applications for the intuitive collection of FactDAG data to simplify adoption for end-users and validate its merit in practical data management and preservation scenarios.
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